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Cleanup Vs. Clean Up | Cleanup Definition & Meaning ... Cleanup vs. clean up When you need a term meaning (1) to make clean or orderly, or (2) to make oneself
clean , use clean up â€”two words. In American and Canadian English, the one-word cleanup is a noun referring to (1) a thorough cleaning or (2) the act or process of
cleaning. Cleanup | Definition of Cleanup by Merriam-Webster In the immediate aftermath, the state of Indiana sought about $8.4 million from the company for
cleanup and fines. â€” Bradford Betz, Fox News , "Cleanups at Pence family's failed gas stations costing taxpayers millions: report," 14 July 2018 In the immediate
aftermath of the bankruptcy, the state sought about $8.4 million from the company for cleanup and fines. Clean up - definition of clean up by The Free Dictionary
The Big Spring Clean Up is in its fourth year and involves litter picks, planting projects and community clean ups. Residents asked to join clean-up Abu Dhabi:
Volunteers in the capital gathered on Friday afternoon to clean up a mangrove as part of the Landmark Mangrove Project, organised by community organisation
Green Abu Dhabi.

Clean up Synonyms, Clean up Antonyms | Thesaurus.com Now get in there and clean up that dirty motor and get her runnin'! A good time to clean up is when the
battery is being charged. The result of the "clean up" and retorting was $1,000 worth of shining gold. Clean up | Define Clean up at Dictionary.com clean up, to wash
or tidy up. to rid of undesirable persons or features: They cleaned up the local bars. to put an end to; finish: to clean up yesterday's chores. Informal. to make a large
profit: They cleaned up in the stock market. Clean up - Idioms by The Free Dictionary To make someone or something clean, neat, or presentable: My brother stayed
late and helped me clean up the apartment after the party. After I got home from work, I cleaned myself up for dinner. After I got home from work, I cleaned myself
up for dinner.

clean-up Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary clean-up definition: 1. the act of making a place clean and tidy: 2. to get a lot of money: 3. an act of removing
harmful substances or chemicals from a place or the environment: . Learn more.
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